Briefs on insulin and innate immune response.
Insulin is a pivotal regulator of glucose metabolism and exerts an important anabolic function throughout the body. Insulin commands the glucose uptake by the cells and might control the processes in which there is need for energy such as mitogenesis and gene transcription. In certain conditions, diabetes mellitus for example, when insulin is diminished, the homeostasis of many tissues and organs are broken what can lead to a higher mortality due to an enhanced susceptibility to infections. This vulnerability to infections can partially be explained by a change in response to inflammation. In fact, diabetic animals and patients show a deficient inflammatory response. Many animal models have shown that neutrophils chemotaxis and recruitment are dampened and macrophages from diabetic patients have low phagocytic and microbicidal activities. In most cases, once insulin therapy is introduced, clinical symptoms and signs can be reverted. In addition, there are a number of studies trying to demystify pathways under insulin command. Researchers are also trying to understand how insulin is able to keep inflammatory response under control, restores innate immune cells ability to fight against pathogens and harmlessly activates adaptive immunity response. This review provides an overview on how inflammatory response is driven in the absence of insulin in diabetes and discusses recent findings on the influence of insulin on innate imune response. At the end, some signaling pathways are also highlighted and important enzymes and proteins that control DNA transcription are presented.